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20 Most Promising Microsoft Solution Providers 2018

M

icrosoft holds a
leadership position in the technology market.
In today’s age, Microsoft is
continually
transforming
business operations through
its strong alliances with several organizations through
the Microsoft Gold partnership. There is a strong focus
on delivering cross-platform
software and services. These
solution providers work towards proffering key solutions and professional consultations with better insights
and forming the very infrastructure backbone of the
organization via this collaboration. Certified Microsoft
solution providers’ job profile is to assess the business
goals and identify a solution
that can meet these demands
making the business more efficient and agile. While there
has been an influx of solution
providers in the Microsoft
ecosystem, not all vendors
possess the right skilled personnel that can efficiently
navigate through the complexities of the market verti-
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cal and lack the knowledge of
cloud based technology. Customers need a vendor that
meets the aforementioned
demands with the ability to
solve problems and enable
the employees to accomplish
more through a broad range
of Microsoft cloud services.
Assisting
organizations
to select the right vendor to
work with, CIOReview offers
an exhaustive list of “20 Most
Promising Microsoft Solution
Providers”. This list has been
formulated to display a group
of skilled vendors within the
Microsoft ecosystem. These
companies are backed by Microsoft solutions with a perfect blend of industry-rich
experience, a proven track
record and technically adept
teams. A distinguished board
encompassing
renowned
CEOs, CIOs, industry analysts and CIOReview editorial team have conducted a
deep market research and
finalized on 20 vendors who
are firmly believed to have
the capability to assist businesses achieve the set business goals.

Recognizes

Korcomptenz
In Annual Roll of Honor
As one of the

In commendation for their unbridled strive
towards excellence and innovation in this field
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Editor
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Company:

Description:

Korcomptenz

Provider of services
for Microsoft
Dynamics Suite,
Infrastructure,
Cloud Solutions,
Web Marketing
Automation,
Mobile Application
Development and
more

Key Person:
Prakash Anthony,
CEO

Website:

korcomptenz.com
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